How To Measure Curtains and Sheer Curtains
Measuring a Window with a Pole
Width A is the length of the pole.
Measure the distance between the decorative finials at the end of the pole.
Drop B is the curtain eye drop for Triple Pleat and Double Pleat. Measure the
distance from the bottom of rings to where you want your curtain to finish.

Measuring a Window with a Curtain Track
Width A is the length of the pole.
Measure the total length of the track.
Drop B is the curtain drop.
Measure the distance from the top of the track to where you want your curtain to
finish.

Measuring Roman Blinds
We have gathered together instructions on how to measure your Roman Blinds. You
may fit the blinds to the wall (Outside Roman blind) or inside a window recess. Our
blinds have the wall / ceiling brackets included, as well as screws and wall plugs.

1.

Measuring a Window for an Outside Roman Blind

Width A is the width of roman blind
Measure the width that you would like your roman blind to be.
This measurement is called ’Outside Recess’ (See fig. 1).
Drop B is the roman blind drop
Measure the height where you would like the top of your roman blind to be. Please
note that you should include 6 cm above the window frame to allow for the headrail
to be fitted to the wall.
Your blind will be made to given measurements.

2. Measuring a Window for an Inside Roman Blind
When fitted inside a window recess, the blind will be fitted to the top of the recess.
Our blinds have the wall / ceiling brackets included.
Width A is the width of roman blind
Measure the width of your window recess from wall to wall and DEDUCT 1 cm to
ensure your blind can operate smoothly and fits within the recess.
Total width - 1 cm = Total Width for Inside the Inside Roman Blind
This measurement is called ’Inside Recess’ (See fig. 2).

Drop B is the roman blind drop
Measure the height of your window recess from top to sill.

